Purpose. The paraxial propagation of astigmatic wavefronts through a noncoaxial system is described. Methods. The augmented stepalong method (ASAM) for vergences is extended to tilted and decentered elements. Results. Equations for the case of tilted and decentered elements are presented in the framework of vergence calculations. All effects according to the perturbation of a centered system can be derived from the vergences provided by the calculations for the unperturbed system. In particular, the shift in image space rendered by the pertubation is simply the sum of additional decenter and tilt terms to the unperturbed system. Conclusions. Previous work on the description of the propagation of astigmatic wavefronts has been generalized to noncoaxial systems. This completes the wavefront picture built on the paraxial augmented stepalong method. (Optom Vis Sci 2006;83:119-122) Key Words: astigmatic wavefronts, paraxial wavefront propagation, augmented stepalong method, noncoaxial systems, decentration, tilt T he field of ophthalmic optics is different from most other branches of optics in at least one aspect. Optical systems lacking any spatial symmetry have to be dealt with from the very beginning. A biologic system like the eye is not at all a rotationally symmetric optical system, because nonspherical surfaces, decentrations, and tilts of the elements appear frequently.
T he field of ophthalmic optics is different from most other branches of optics in at least one aspect. Optical systems lacking any spatial symmetry have to be dealt with from the very beginning. A biologic system like the eye is not at all a rotationally symmetric optical system, because nonspherical surfaces, decentrations, and tilts of the elements appear frequently.
The eye is not the only system in which decentrations and tilts have to be considered. Optical corrections like spectacle lenses, contact lenses, or intraocular lenses are usually not in a fixed or desired position. Instead, they are often decentered and tilted. This might be intended as the temporal decentration of contact lenses after blinking, or not, like in the case of tilted or decentered intraocular lenses or spectacle frames, which are out of shape or simply in the wrong place. Additionally, trial frames or phoropters are used with prismatic and astigmatic elements rendering a situation in which the usual approach for centered optical systems becomes obsolete.
Based on the ray optics paradigm, the linear optics approach to such systems has been developed by Harris. [1] [2] [3] In these works, Keating's approach 4 to coaxial astigmatic systems has been extended, and eventually the optical system has been represented by a 5 ϫ 5 system matrix, also termed transference.
In this article, we consider decentrations and tilts in astigmatic elements of a general multisurface optical system by applying the augmented stepalong method (ASAM) for vergences introduced in a previous paper. 5 This method is based on 2 ϫ 2 matrices, so-called vergences, representing the paraxial properties of a propagating wavefront throughout the optical system. From these vergences, the paraxial properties of the outgoing wavefront, the back vertex vergence, and the magnification of the system can be calculated. This analysis, as a first step, refers to the optical system in its coaxial or unpertubed state without decentrations and tilts.
The consideration of a perturbation through decentered or tilted elements can then be dealt with in a second step by extending the results already at hand.
However, all tilts and decentrations have to be small perturbations only to ensure that the paraxial approximation is still valid. All kinds of aberrations, like coma or astigmatism, which might be introduced by larger tilts and decentrations, are not considered at all.
We consider a system of k ϭ 1,...,K interfaces described by the related dioptric power matrices F k and separated by KϪ1 reduced thicknesses t k . Matrices are denoted by upper case bold letters and vectors by small ones. A paraxial wavefront is described by the vergence
where S ϭ nc 1 , C ϭ n͑c 2 Ϫc 1 ͒, represent a combination of the principal curvatures c 1 , c 2 , and ␣ the orientation of c 1 . The refractive index of the medium is denoted by n. Such an incoming vergence is traced through the system by repeated application of the equations for refraction and transfer
where the diagonal 2ϫ2 identity matrix is denoted by I. The quantity ⌬ k is calculated by
2 ) k (4) Given all vergences at the interfaces, we can determine the lateral magnification of the system by the product of magnifications at each interface
The fractions of matrices obviously have a symbolic meaning only. The matrix in the denominator denotes an inverse matrix.
In case of a plane wave in an intermediate space, say between surface k-1 and k, both matrices, L k and L= kϪ1 , become singular. Then, both matrices can simply be canceled from the fraction. If a focal line appears exactly at the position of an element, singular matrices appear again. Here, the easiest workaround is to shift this element by an insignificant tiny amount, say 1 nm, and continue the calculation with the shifted element. This procedure will deliver sufficient accurate results. For a detailed treatment of singular cases, we refer to a previous paper. 5 The lateral magnification relates the shift of the incoming wavefront and the one of the outgoing wavefront r= S by r= S ϭ M r S (6) In some cases, it is more convenient to switch to optical direction angles (angles multiplied by the refractive index of the medium), which describe the tilt of the wavefront. Applying the relation p ϭ L r S (7) the related wavefront tilt is introduced. According to the optical direction angles of the wavefront before and after the system, an angular magnification N can be defined by p= ϭ L = ML Ϫ1 p ϭ N p (8) where equations 6 and 7 have been exploited in image and object space. It can be shown that the angular magnification is given by a product of "shape factors"
The angular magnification allows for the case in which the object and image are at infinity. Mixed cases, in which either the object or the image is at infinity, are dealt with accordingly. Equation 7 is then only applied to either image or object space.
5

DECENTRATION
We now consider a single decentration ⌬r k of interface. Thereby, the vertex of the element is translated in the plane z ϭ 0 to a position ⌬r k ϭ ͑⌬x,⌬y͒ T , where the superscript T denotes transposition. The resulting shift in image space of interface k reads
The first term results from the coaxial system and the second one is the result of the decentration.
The effective action of the decentration depends on the dioptric power matrix of the considered interface and we therefore introduce the dimensionless effective decentration ␦ k ϭ F k ⌬r k (11) Clearly, an interface with a zero dioptric power matrix, say a plane interface, can be decentered without any effect; and vice versa: the stronger the dioptric power matrix, the more sensitive is this interface to decentrations. This fact is well known from the consideration of decentered spectacle lenses. 6, 7 The resulting shift of the wavefront in the image space of interface k is transported through the remaining system rendering the shift in the image space of the complete system
For the chain of magnification matrices, we introduce the shorthand notation
) leading to the following result in image space:
Because this result is linear in the decentration ␦ k , we can sum all single contributions at each interface if more than one element is decentered. This yields
It is worth emphasizing that the effect of decentered interfaces can be calculated from on-axis propagation of vergences only.
As an example, we consider the decentration of a complete lens, which is made up of two surfaces with related dioptric power matrices F 1 and F 2 and a reduced thickness t. Both surfaces are decentered by the same amount ⌬r 1 ϭ ⌬r 2 ϭ c (17) The resulting additional shift in image space resulting from the decentrations is calculated according to
where equation 3 has been exploited in the last step. For a distant on-axis object, we have L = 1 ϭ F 1 and the factor inside the brackets reduces to the back vertex vergence L 2 =. Then, as expected, the additional shift in image space equals the decentering of the lens. If the optical direction angles in image space are considered, we are led to the following form of Prentice's equation: p= ϭ L= 2 c (L 1 ϭ 0) (21) where the system's back vertex vergence has to be applied.
TILT
A tilt of an interface is considered as a rotation of this interface around a rotation axis through its vertex (Fig.1) . We consider rotations of the interface defined by the angles ␣ and ␤ around the x-and the y-axis, respectively. A rotation around an arbitrary ro-120 Noncoaxial Astigmatic Optical Systems-Blendowske and Acosta tation axis in the x-y plane can always be traced back to the introduced rotations. The angles are measured positive for an anticlockwise rotation while looking in the positive direction of the rotation axis. The order of rotations is of no concern, because in paraxial approximation, we are dealing with small rotations only.
The rotations are equivalent to an additional shift of the incoming wavefront in object space by the amount ϭ L Ϫ1 (22) where ϭ n(␤, Ϫ ␣) T (23) and the order and sign of the angles have to be noticed. The quantity can be interpreted as an additional tilt of the wavefront if the coordinate system related to the tilted element is used. Thus, in the object space of the tilted element and its coordinate system, the new optical direction angles read p ϩ . This quantity is the same in image space because the optical direction angles are not changed at a single interface. To go back to the untilted coordinate system, we have to subtract the geometric tilt angles. Because we deal with the optical direction angles in image space, a factor n= has to be included. Therefore, in the untilted coordinate system, the optical direction angles in image space read
Although the first term p comes from untilted interfaces, the second term represents the effect of the tilt on the optical direction angles. Only this effect is considered in the following and can be transformed into an equivalent shift of the wavefront according to
Considering a single tilt at an arbitrary surface k, we rewrite the result as a shift in object space of element k, which is magnified according to the relation
Taking into account all the following interfaces and including more tilted surfaces, we arrive by an analogous argumentation as in the case of decentrations at the following result:
As an example, we consider a prism in air described by two surfaces separated by the reduced thickness t and made up by a material with refractive index. Only the second surface is tilted by an amount around the x-axis (Fig. 2) . This leads us to a base down prism acting in the y-z plane. The deviation of an incoming plane wavefront traveling along the z-axis is described by
With n 2 ϭ n, n= 2 ϭ 1, and U 2 ϭ L 2 /L= 2 , we are led to the expected result
In components, this result reads p= x,2 ϭ 0 p= y,2 ϭ Ϫ (n Ϫ 1)␣ (30) The negative value of p= y,2 corresponds to the effect of a base down prism, which leads to a downward orientated tilt of the wavefront.
UNIFIED DESCRIPTION
Because in the paraxial approximation a shift and a tilt of an interface are equivalent operations, we may rewrite the hitherto separate results of equation 16 and equation 27 in a unified way
Tilts around the rotation axes x and y are shown in the upper and lower part, respectively. The rotation axis is shown as a dashed-dotted line. The tilted element is displayed as a thick solid line. Different from the angle ␣, the angle ␤ is drawn from the tilted element to the axis according to the convention that an anticlockwise measured angle is positive. The change occurs because we are looking into the negative direction of the rotation axis y.
FIGURE 2.
A prism in air is displayed with the second surface tilted around the x-axis by a positive angle ␣. The path of the ray is drawn only schematically.
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where the dimensionless perturbation vector
is introduced. If we switch to optical direction angles and the related angular magnification, we arrive at
Again, we introduce a shorthand notation for the chain of angular magnifications matrices from element k to the end of the system by
The general result for the additional tilt ⌬p= of the wavefront, which results from decentered or tilted elements, can be cast in the form
DISCUSSION
A perturbation of a coaxial system can be expressed as a tilt or decentering of elements, in which both operations are equivalent in the paraxial approximation. Such a perturbation leads to a directional change of the outgoing wavefront, which depends on the incoming wavefront. The curvatures of the outgoing wavefront are not affected. The directional change can be calculated from the vergences of the unperturbed system only if the perturbation for each element is provided. In conclusion, the ASAM can be applied to any system as long as the paraxial approximation is considered. The ASAM may thus be estimated as a complement to the ray transference approach providing the equivalent information on the optical system under consideration.
